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TEST 1 - Tenses

1. - 20. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere 
uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. As the queue for tickets ---- even longer, I think 
we ---- a chance to find any soon.

A) will have got / aren’t having
B) is getting / won’t have
C) has got / didn’t have 
D) has been getting / weren’t having
E) will get / haven’t had  

2. Don’t worry! I ---- up with you at the station by 
the time the bus ----.

A) catch / has left
B) am catching / is leaving
C) will have caught / leaves
D) am going to catch / left
E) will catch / had left

3. Since I ---- to turn off the burglar alarm, it went 
off as soon as I ---- my flat.

A) forgot / was entering
B) forget / enter
C) had forgotten / entered
D) forgot / am entering
E) have forgotten / entered

4. Looking at the Sun directly is dangerous, and 
even thick clouds ---- little to protect human 
eyes from the damage that direct sunlight ----.

A) do / causes
B) had done / has caused
C) did / was causing
D) were doing / will cause
E) will do / caused

5. Jason, who was one of the most successful 
students of our school, ---- to London in 2001 
and nobody ---- him since.

A) was moving / would see
B) moved / has seen
C) had moved / will have seen
D) would move / sees
E) has moved / saw

6. I still ---- from Thomas even though I ---- to him 
at least four times last month.

A) haven’t heard / wrote
B) didn’t hear / have written
C) don’t hear / was writing
D) hadn’t heard / wrote
E) didn’t hear / was writing

7. If I were you, I’d think twice before I bought this 
cheap ticket because they ---- you change the 
time or the date once you ---- it.

A) won’t let / have bought
B) didn’t let / bought
C) wouldn’t let / would have bought
D) haven’t let / buy
E) don’t let / will have bought

8. When the probe Viking finally ---- the soil of 
Mars, it ---- for one and a half years. 

A)	 touches	/	has	flown
B)	 touched	/	had	been	flying
C)	 touched	/	will	have	flown
D)	 has	touched	/	was	flying
E)	 had	touched	/	would	fly
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9. Although it ---- much attention because of more 
urgent issues, overgrazing ---- a major threat to 
ecology now.

A) isn’t receiving / posed
B) didn’t receive / was posing
C) won’t receive / had posed
D) doesn’t receive / poses
E) won’t have received / is posing

10. The service at the restaurant was so slow that 
we ---- all the bread and salad on the table 
before they ---- the main dish.

A) ate / had served
B) had been eating / have served
C) had eaten / served
D) have been eating / serve
E) will have eaten / have served

11. The war in that region ---- on for more than 
three weeks now and there is no sign that it   
---- soon.

A) has been going / will end 
B) had gone / would end
C) has gone / ended  
D) goes / ends 
E) is going / has ended  

12. It ---- too late when they found out that their 
inflatable boat ---- air since their departure.

A) was / was losing
B) had been / had lost
C) was / had been losing
D) has been / lost
E) was / has lost

13. ---- the reign of Abdulhamit I, the Ottoman 
sultans had lived in the Topkapı Palace.

A) When
B) By the time
C) After
D) The moment
E) Until

14. Green Peace, which ---- over 40 countries in 
Europe, the Americas, Asia, and the Pacific, 
with millions of supporters, ---- considerably 
since its founding in 1970.

A) spans / is expanding 
B) spans / has expanded   
C) had spanned / has been expanding
D) would span / had expanded
E) will span / expands

15. Chinua Achebe ---- writing his first novel, 
Things Fall Apart, while he ---- for the Nigerian 
Broadcasting Company.

A) has begun / worked
B) is beginning / will work
C) begins / was working
D) was beginning / is working
E) began / was working

16. I ---- work when the boss called my office and 
---- me to stay for an urgent meeting. 

A) was about to leave / asked
B) was leaving / had asked
C) had left / would be asking
D) left / was asking
E) would have left / has asked
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17. It wasn’t ---- the 1990s ---- women became 
seriously involved in Antarctic trekking.

A) that / when
B) after / as soon as
C) until / that
D) when / while
E) any sooner / during

18. Ms. Finch, who ---- rector of the university, ---- 
a lot of research on genetics with her former 
assistants prior to 2003.

A) will be appointed / has been doing
B) has been appointed / had done
C) is appointed / has done
D) had been appointed / will be doing
E) was appointed / will have been doing

19. Sue ---- from her toothache for days when she 
finally ---- to see a dentist.

A) has suffered / has decided
B) had been suffering / decided
C) is suffering / will decide
D) suffered / had decided
E) was suffering / decides

20. After the WTC towers ---- in New York City, 
George Bush pledged that those wanting peace 
and security in the world ---- the war against 
terrorism.

A) collapsed / would win
B) have collapsed / will have won
C) had collapsed / has won
D) collapsed / would have won
E) would collapse / had won

21. - 25. sorularda, parçalarda numaralanmış 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

I have been trying to learn English since secondary 
school, but only recently have I been able to make 
some real progress. By the time I started high school 
in 2008, I (21) ---- studying the language for almost 
three years; however, I (22) ---- myself and utter a few 
memorized sentences, and that was all. For a couple 
more years, I (23) ---- through grammar and vocabulary 
lessons, which made absolutely no difference. So 
I decided to study abroad. I researched exchange 
programs and decided on a school in the United 
States. Well, it worked. I (24) ---- in the U.S. for more 
than two years now. I will stay here for at least another 
year before I return home. By then, I am sure I (25) ---- 
this language.

21. 
A) was 
B) have been 
C) would be 
D) would have been
E) had been 

22. 
A) introduce
B) am introducing 
C) have been able to introduce
D) was able to introduce
E) will have introduced

23. 
A) struggle
B) had struggled
C) struggled
D) will struggle
E) have struggled

24. 
A) will be studying
B) am studying
C) will have studied
D) have been studying
E) was studying

25. 
A) will have mastered
B) master
C) would master 
D) will be mastering
E) mastered 
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26. - 30. sorularda, parçalarda numaralanmış 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

Museu do Futebol,	which	is	Brazil’s	first	truly	national	
soccer museum, (26) ---- in 2008. The museum serves 
as a reminder, in this soccer-crazy nation, of how 
Brazilians,	winners	of	five	World	Cups,	(27) ---- the 
most successful footballers the world has ever known. 
Yet the Football Museum, as it is simply called, is not 
content with just being a place for Brazilians to worship 
its stars and recall their glorious moments. It also  
(28) ---- to explain how an obscure import from 
England, once (29) ---- here only by the elite, has 
become the obsession of the masses in this country 
of over 200 million people. That’s probably why this 
museum (30) ---- by thousands of people since the day 
it opened.

26. 
A) has opened
B) had been opening
C) was opening
D) had opened
E) was opened

27. 
A) will become   B) had become
C) would become  D) have become
  E) become

28. 
A) tried   B) had tried
C) tries   D) was trying
  E) will try

29. 
A) practised
B) practising
C) to practise
D) was practised
E) has been practised

30. 
A) has been visited
B) will be visited
C) was visited
D) is visited
E) had been visited

31. - 35. sorularda, parçalarda numaralanmış 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

Since ancient times people (31) ---- that it is possible 
to predict the future. The Temple of Apollo in Delphi, for 
example, housed the most important oracle of ancient 
Greece, known as Pythia. Only the wealthy (32) ---- the 
fees of the oracle and many questions of state (33) ---- 
by what the Delphic oracle foretold. In ancient times 
there were many people whose dreams foretold the 
future and (34) ---- the decisions of kings or pharaohs. 
And even today we (35) ---- many celebrities and 
statesmen consult psychics and astrologers to help 
them plan their actions.

31.
A) are believing
B) believe
C) believed
D) have believed
E) had been believing

32.
A) can afford
B) could be afforded
C) can be afforded
D) could have afforded
E) could afford

33.
A) were decided
B) had decided
C) decided
D) have been decided
E) will have been decided

34. 
A)	 will	be	influencing
B)	 are	going	to	influence
C)	 would	influence
D)	 were	influenced
E)	 will	have	influenced

35.
A) are seeing
B) see
C) will have seen 
D) are going to see
E) had seen
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36. - 40. sorularda, parçalarda numaralanmış 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

Nietzsche (36) ---- on October 15, 1844, in Rocken, 
Prussia. His father, a Lutheran minister, died when 
Nietzsche	was	five	and	Nietzsche	(37) ---- by his 
mother in a home that included his grandmother, two 
aunts and a sister. He (38) ---- classical philology at the 
universities of Bonn and Leipzig and (39) ---- professor 
of classical philology at the University of Basel at the 
age of 24. One of Nietzsche’s fundamental contentions 
was that some traditional values (40) ---- their power in 
the lives of individuals. 

36.
A) born   B) was born
C) had been born  D) has born

E) would be born

37.
A) had raised
B) has been raised
C) was raised
D) raised
E) was raising

38.
A) studies
B) has studied
C) was going to study
D) had been studying
E) studied

39. 
A) has been appointed
B) appointed
C) had appointed
D) was appointed
E) would have appointed

40.
A) had lost
B) are going to lose
C) have been losing
D) have lost
E) will lose

41. - 52. sorularda cümleyi uygun şekilde 
tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

41. By the time the Icelandic writer Halldór Laxness 
was just 14 years old ----.

A) he’d already written an article for a 
 newspaper
B) literature has started to really interest him
C)	 his	first	novel	would	be	published	three	
 years later 
D) he hasn’t made up his mind to leave 
 Iceland for mainland Europe yet 
E) that is a very young age for a successful 
 writer

42. Pep Guardiola has managed three different 
football clubs ----.

A) until he decides to further his career 
 abroad
B) when the best player of his team left
C) even if he had decided not to give up his 
 position there
D) ever since he retired as a professional 
 football player
E) who has little chance of beating his 
 opponent

43. ---- once she has saved enough money to  
travel around the world.  

A) It was not very easy to persuade her 
 parents
B) Mary isn’t old enough to take care of 
 herself
C) Jamie often dreams of quitting her work
D) My friend asked me to share her house 
 with me
E) My cousin is not able to afford to go on a 
 holiday

44. Before the trainees dive into the water, ----. 

A) they practised putting on their wet suits 
 and diving equipment without help  
B) they were swimming in the ocean around 
 some rocky cliffs
C) the sea has been quite calm all day
D) they always checked the water 
	 temperature	first
E) the instructor checks that their diving 
	 equipment	is	properly	fitted
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45. ---- many children begin to make combinations 
of two or three words.

A) Studies show that children whose mothers 
 don’t work
B)	 The	first	words	of	a	child	were	formed	
 when
C) It is at the age of approximately eighteen 
 months when
D) By the time my children are one and a half 
 years old
E) The more parents talk to their babies

46. I am going to watch a new comedy series on 
TV ----. 

A)	 as	soon	as	I	had	finished	the	housework
B) that are about two families in a small town
C)	 while	you	are	downloading	the	files	from	
 the Internet
D) after we had dinner in the evening 
E) whenever he came home late at night 

47. When the exam results have been announced 
----.   

A) even some hopeless students were shocked
 by their success
B) very few students will be proud of themselves
C) the ones who failed didn’t have one more
 chance
D) the teacher has been heavily protested by 
 parents
E) two of the students couldn’t help crying

48. In a few years’ time, a child will have learned 
the basic functions of a PC ----.

A) which had been a nightmare for adults 
 before
B) before he or she starts to read and write 
 properly
C) ever since they were involved in digital 
 technology
D) as they had been exposed to it much 
 earlier than their parents
E) after they became old enough to press the 
 keys

49. It wasn’t until I came back home ----.

A) that I have realized my mistake 
B) where was he waiting for me 
C) after they had called me  
D) that I had a look at the newspaper
E) the moment I opened the door 

50. No sooner had the teacher given a break ----.

A) did I call my friend who missed the lesson
B) than the students went straight to the 
 canteen
C) I would wait for the next lesson
D) it was an interesting lesson
E) when we were ready to go home

51. By the time an exact solution to global warming 
is found, ----.

A) it seriously threatens the well-being of the 
 polar animals 
B) some organizations arranged conferences 
 in order to inform people about its dangers 
C) caused by increased amounts of carbon 
 dioxide around the Earth 
D) world temperature will have risen 
 dramatically
E) scientists are trying their best to do so

52. ----, my cousin won’t stand a chance of passing 
the university exam.

A)	 No	sooner	will	he	look	at	the	first	page	of	
 the exam paper
B) Despite his general ignorance of the topics 
 covered in it
C) Unless the questions in it are harder this 
 year
D) Until he starts to take his work more 
 seriously
E) He is wasting far too much of his time 
 hanging out with friends
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53. - 58. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en 
yakın cümleyi bulunuz.

53. By the time Dylan came to visit us, we already 
knew his news.

A) As soon as Dylan dropped by, he told us 
 some news we already knew.
B) The news that Dylan was coming to visit 
 us reached us in advance.
C) We had been informed of Dylan’s news 
 before he came over.
D) Before he arrived, Dylan had heard some 
 news about us.
E) Until Dylan came over to tell us his news, 
 we hardly knew anything about it.

54. We last attended an international medicine 
conference two years ago.  

A) We haven’t attended an international 
 medicine conference for two years.
B) We don’t think we will attend an 
 international medicine conference in the 
 next two years.
C)	 This	is	the	first	international	medicine	
 conference we have attended in the last 
 two years.
D) This is the second time we have attended 
 an international medicine conference in 
 two years.
E) It was two years ago when we attended an
 international medicine conference for the
	 first	time.

55. Not until we have checked through all of these 
reports, will you be able to leave the office. 

A) We have to check through these reports 
	 before	we	leave	the	office.	
B)	 The	sooner	we	finish	checking	these	
 reports, the earlier you will be able to leave 
	 the	office.	
C)	 You	cannot	leave	the	office	before	we	
	 finish	looking	through	all	of	these	reports.	
D)	 You	can	leave	the	office	provided	that	
 most of these reports have been checked 
 through. 
E)	 You	wouldn’t	have	to	stay	in	the	office	now	
	 if	we	had	finished	checking	through	all	the	
 reports earlier.

56. It wasn’t until lately that I had the opportunity to 
see the major cities in the United States. 

A) Before my last visit to the major cities in 
 the United States, I had seen only some of 
 them. 
B) I haven’t seen the big cities in the United 
 States since I moved there.
C)	 This	is	the	first	time	I	have	visited	the	USA	
 and I’ll have the opportunity to see the 
 major cities there.
D) I haven’t visited the main cities in the USA 
 yet, but soon I am going to.
E) I didn’t have the chance to see the main 
 cities in the United States until recently.

57. I still have that ringing sound in my ears even 
though we left the concert two hours ago. 

A) There is a ringing noise in my ears as if 
 I have been listening to a concert for two 
 hours.
B) The ringing sound the music left in my ears 
 lasted for two hours after the concert 
 ended.
C) When we left the concert, there was a 
 ringing sound in my ears and it lasted for 
 two hours. 
D) It’s been two hours since we left the 
 concert, but the ringing in my ears has not 
 stopped yet. 
E) The concert has caused my ears to ring 
 and it isn’t likely to stop for another two 
 hours or so.

58. For the seventh year in a row, the German 
runner Thomas Dold has won the race to the 
top of the Empire State Building.

A)	 Over	the	last	five	years,	Thomas	Dold,	who	
 is a runner from Germany, has won every 
 race to the top of the Empire State 
 Building.
B) The race to the top of the Empire State 
	 Building,	which	was	set	up	five	years	ago,	
 has always been won by the German 
 runner Thomas Dold.
C)	 It	has	been	five	years	since	Thomas	Dold,	
 who is a German runner, won the race to 
 the top of the Empire State Building.
D) Having competed in the race to the top 
	 of	the	Empire	State	Building	for	five	years,	
 Thomas Dold, a runner from Germany, has 
 just won it.
E) Thomas Dold, who is a German runner, has 
 only competed in the race to the top of the 
	 Empire	State	Building	for	five	years,	but	he	
 has won each time he has been in it.
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